Effects of monitoring strategies on seizures in pregnant women on lamotrigine: a meta-analysis.
Pregnant women with epilepsy have a significantly increased risk of mortality and morbidity compared to non-pregnant women. At least one in 250 pregnancies is exposed to anti-epileptic drugs (AED). Seizure deterioration occurs in up to a third of pregnant women. AED levels fall in most pregnant women, although it is uncertain that this is responsible for seizure deterioration rather than a hormonal effect. Current practice of AED monitoring is either therapeutic drug monitoring (TDM) or clinical features monitoring (CFM) to adjust the AED dose. We have systematically reviewed the effectiveness of the two monitoring regimens for AEDs, especially lamotrigine, the most commonly used AED in pregnancy on maternal and fetal outcomes. We searched MEDLINE (1966-2012), EMBASE (1980-2012) and Cochrane, for relevant citations on the effectiveness of different monitoring strategies on seizure deterioration in pregnant women with epilepsy on lamotrigine. Study selection, quality assessment and data extraction were carried out by two independent reviewers. We calculated the rates of deterioration in seizures with the two strategies and pooled the estimates with random effects meta-analysis. Six observational studies (n=132) evaluated the effectiveness of the two monitoring strategies on pregnant women with epilepsy on lamotrigine. There were no randomised controlled trials. The rate of seizure deterioration was 0.30 (95% CI 0.21-0.41) in women monitored by therapeutic drug monitoring (TDM) compared to 0.73 (95% CI 0.56-0.86) in those receiving clinical feature monitoring (CFM) alone. Evidence based on observational data suggests that monitoring of AED levels in pregnancy reduces seizure deterioration, although the included studies have numerous sources of bias. There is paucity of evidence to make firm recommendations on optimal monitoring of AED drugs in pregnancy. Further research is needed to advise on the best clinical practice in managing AED in pregnancy.